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Abstract
The contact process—and more generally interacting particle systems—are useful and interesting models for
a variety of statistical problems. This paper is concerned with maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters
of the process for the case where the process is supercritical, starts with a single infected site at the origin and is
observed during a long time interval [0, t]. We construct the estimators and prove their consistency and asymptotic
normality as t →∞. We also discuss the relation with the estimation problem for the process observed at a single
large time.
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1. Introduction
The contact process was introduced and ﬁrst studied by Harris [4]. It is described as follows. At
every time s0, every point (or site) x in the d-dimensional integer lattice Zd is in one of two possible
states that we shall call infected and healthy. The process starts at time s = 0 with a nonempty set
A ⊂ Zd of infected sites. At time s0, the state of the site x ∈ Zd will be indicated by a random
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variable As (x), given by
As (x)=
{
1 if site x is infected at time s,
0 if site x is healthy at time s. (1.1)
The function As : Zd → {0, 1} describes the state of the process at time s and obviously A0 = 1A, the
indicator function of the set A. We let |x − y| =∑1 id |xi − yi | denote the L1 distance between sites
x = (x1, . . . , xd) and y = (y1, . . . , yd) in Zd . Thus in dimension d, a site x has 2d immediate neighbors
y that satisfy |x − y| = 1.
The evolution of this {0, 1}-valued random ﬁeld is determined by the following dynamics. A healthy
site is infected independently and at rate > 0 by each of its 2d immediate neighbors that is itself infected.
An infected site recovers at rate > 0. Given the conﬁguration As at time s, the processes involved are
independent until a change occurs. Deﬁne
nAs =
∑
x∈Zd
As (x), k
A
s =
∑
x∈Zd
(1− As (x))
∑
|x−y|=1
As (y). (1.2)
Clearly nAs is the total number of infected sites at time s, whereas kAs denotes the number of pairs of
neighboring sites of which one is healthy and the other infected. It follows that at time s, the number of
infected sites nAs increases by 1 at rate kAs and decreases by 1 at rate nAs .
It is sometimes convenient to represent the state of the contact process by the set of infected sites rather
than by the function As : Zd → {0, 1}. Usually, this set is also denoted by As . Thus, by an abuse of
notation, we write
As = {x ∈ Zd : As (x)= 1}. (1.3)
Furthermore, let
A = inf {s : As = ∅} (1.4)
denote the time the infection dies out with the convention that A =∞ if the infection survives forever.
For a set C ⊂ Rd and a > 0, we write aC = {ax : x ∈ C} and for sets C and D in Rd , C ⊕D = {x + y :
x ∈ C, y ∈ D} will denote the Minkowski sum. Deﬁne
HAs =
⋃
0u s
Au ⊕ [−1/2, 1/2]d . (1.5)
HenceHAs is obtained from the set of sites that have been infected up to and including time s by replacing
each site by a hypercube with sides of length 1 centered at this site in order to ﬁll up space between
neighboring sites.
The contact process has been extensively studied during the past decades. We list a few of its basic
properties.
Property 1. If  = / exceeds a certain critical value d , then the infection will continue forever (i.e.
A =∞) with positive probability depending on the dimension d and the initial set A. This is called the
supercritical case. On the other hand, if d , then the infection will eventually die out (i.e. A <∞)
with probability 1.
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Property 2. In the supercritical case, there exist positive constants C and  such that for every s > 0 and
A ⊂ Zd with cardinality |A|,
P(s < A <∞)Ce−s, P(A <∞)e−|A|. (1.6)
Thus, having survived for a long time or having produced many infected sites, the infection is not likely
to die out anymore. In particular, if A is inﬁnite, then in the supercritical case the infection will survive
forever almost surely.
Property 3 (Complete convergence theorem). As s →∞, the distribution of the set As converges weakly
to a limit distribution
P(A <∞)∅ + P(A =∞), (1.7)
where ∅ denotes the measure that assigns probability 1 to the empty set and  is the invariant (or
equilibrium) measure depending only on  and the dimension d. Thus, given that the process survives
forever—which is possible only in the supercritical case—it tends in distribution to . Here weak con-
vergence coincides with convergence in distribution of the ﬁnite dimensional projections As ∩ F , (i.e.{As (x) : x ∈ F }) for ﬁnite F ⊂ Zd .
By {s : 0s <∞}wedenote the contact processwhich starts at time s=0with a random set of infected
points chosen according to the measure . This process is invariant in the sense that the distribution of
s equals  for all s and we may rephrase (1.7) by saying that conditional on {A =∞} the process As
converges in distribution to  as s →∞.
Property 4. Consider the processes {0}s and Z
d
s starting with infection only at the origin or at every
site in Zd . The speed of the convergence in distribution of Zds to  can be expressed in terms of the
probability that the process {0} dies out after time s. To be precise, there exist positive C and  such that
for all s0 and x ∈ Zd ,
0P(Zds (x)= 1)− P(s(x)= 1)= P(s < {0}<∞)Ce−s . (1.8)
Note that the ﬁnal inequality follows from (1.6). Both processes Zds and s are spatially invariant in the
sense that their distribution does not change if an integer-valued shift is applied to the sites in Zd . Hence
the left-hand side of (1.8) is independent of x, so without loss of generality we may choose x= 0. Taking
s = 0 we ﬁnd
Es(0)= P(s(0)= 1)= P({0} =∞). (1.9)
Property 5 (Shape theorem). There exists a bounded convex set U ⊂ Rd with the origin as an interior
point such that for every bounded A ⊂ Zd , 	> 0 and s →∞
(1− ε)sU ⊂ HAs ⊂ (1+ ε)sU , (1.10)
eventually almost surely on the set {A =∞} where As survives forever. Thus if the infection persists,
then for large s, HAs will grow linearly in s in every direction and s−1HAs will assume the shape of U.
Moreover, we can couple the processes As and Z
d
s in such a way that As ⊂ Zds for all s, but at the
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same time
As ∩ (1− 	)sU = Z
d
s ∩ (1− 	)sU (1.11)
eventually almost surely on the set {A =∞}.
For these facts and other related matters the reader may consult Liggett [5,6].
The contact process and its many possible generalizations provide an interesting class of models for
use in spatial statistics and image analysis. For d = 2, for example, it yields a simpliﬁed model for the
spread of an infection or—more generally—of a biological species in the plane. The growth of a forest is
an example, if diseased and healthy are interpreted as presence and absence of a tree in a square centered
at the lattice site. In this paper we restrict attention to the supercritical case and will assume without
much loss of generality that the process starts at time s = 0 with a single infected site at the origin. Thus
we are concerned with the process {0}s when > d and we assume that we have observed the process
for all s ∈ [0, t]. We ﬁnd the maximum likelihood estimators for its parameters ,  and  = /, and
show that, conditional on {{0} = ∞} these estimators are consistent and asymptotically jointly normal
as t →∞.
2. The maximum likelihood estimators
Let us also introduce processesUt andDt to denote the numbers of upward and downward jumps of the
process n{0}s for 0s t . As the process starts out with a single infected site, we have n{0}t − 1=Ut −Dt .
The processes Ut and Dt are counting processes—and hence submartingales—on [0,∞) adapted to
the increasing sequence of 
-ﬁelds Ft = F({s : 0<s t}) induced by the process on [0, t]. By the
Doob–Meyer theorem
Ut =Xt + At, Dt = Yt + Bt , (2.1)
where Xt and Yt are martingales with EXt = EYt = 0 for all t, and At and Bt are the compensators or
integrated rates of Ut and Dt , respectively. Hence
At =
∫ t
0
k{0}s ds, Bt =
∫ t
0
n{0}s ds (2.2)
with k{0}s and n{0}s as deﬁned in (1.2) for A = {0}. An easily accessible place to ﬁnd these well-known
facts is Chapter 18 in [7].
Suppose that we observe the process {0}s for s ∈ [0, t] and ﬁnd that it undergoes a change in this time
interval at times T1< · · ·<TN and that at time Ti this change occurs at site xi , i = 1, . . . , N . It will be
convenient to write T0 = 0, TN+1 = t and i = {0}Ti for the conﬁguration of the process at time Ti . Given
the conﬁguration i−1 at time Ti−1, the rate of change at site x equals
ri(x)=
{

∑
|x−y|=1
i−1(y) if i−1(x)= 0,
 if i−1(x)= 1
(2.3)
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and the total rate of change at any site is given by
Ri =
∑
x∈Zd
ri(x)= k{0}Ti−1 + n
{0}
Ti−1 . (2.4)
It follows that the likelihood of the observed process on [0, t] is given by
L(, )=
∏
1 iN
Ri exp{−Ri[Ti − Ti−1]} ri(xi)
Ri
exp {−RN+1[t − TN ]}.
Hence
log L(, )=−
∑
1 iN+1
Ri[Ti − Ti−1] + Ut log +Dt log + h({0}),
where, as before, Ut and Dt are the number of upward and downward jumps of the process n{0}s on
[0, t], i.e.
Ut = #{0iN − 1 : i−1(xi)= 0} = #{1iN : i(xi)= 1}, (2.5)
Dt = #{0iN − 1 : i−1(xi)= 1} = #{1iN : i(xi)= 0} (2.6)
and h({0}) depends on the process {{0}s : 0s t}, but not on the parameters  and . As n{0}s and k{0}s
are constant for s ∈ [Ti−1, Ti) and TN+1 = t , (2.2) and (2.4) imply that∑
1 iN+1
Ri[Ti − Ti−1] = At + Bt
and hence
log L(, )=−At − Bt + Ut log +Dt log + h({0}). (2.7)
Differentiating with respect to  and  we ﬁnd that if we observe the process {0}s for all s ∈ [0, t], the
maximum likelihood estimators ̂t , ̂t and ̂t of ,  and = / are given by
̂t = Ut
At
, ̂t =
Dt
Bt
, ̂t =
̂t
̂t
= UtBt
DtAt
. (2.8)
Note that since At andBt are the compensators ofUt andDt , respectively, these estimators are intuitively
appealing.
Combining (2.1) and (2.8) we ﬁnd that
(̂t − )= Xt
At
, (̂t − )=
Yt
Bt
. (2.9)
We shall show that when properly normalized, the right-hand sides have joint normal limits, provided the
infection survives forever. Recall that in accordance with (1.4),
{0} = inf{t : n{0}t = 0}.
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Let U be the bounded convex set described in the shape theorem and m(U) its Lebesgue measure in Rd .
By N(0,) and N(0, 
2) we denote the bivariate and univariate normal distributions with covariance
matrix  and variance 
2, respectively. We prove
Theorem 2.1. As t →∞ the conditional joint limit distribution of t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) and t (d+1)/2(̂t − )
given that {{0} =∞}, tends toN(0,). The covariance matrix  has elements 
i,j , where 
1,2=
2,1=0
and

1,1 = (d + 1)
2
m(U)P({0} =∞) , 
2,2 =
(d + 1)
m(U)P({0} =∞) . (2.10)
It follows that the conditional limit distribution of t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) is N(0, 
2), where

2 = 2(d + 1)
2
3m(U)P({0} =∞) . (2.11)
This result was announced without the explicit expression for  and without proof in [3].
At ﬁrst sight, such a result seems useless, because in ﬁnite time we shall never know whether the
condition {{0} = ∞} is fulﬁlled. However, (1.6) clearly implies that the conditional limit distribution
given {{0} = ∞} is the same as that given {{0}> t}, or equivalently given n{0}t = 0. Hence our limit
results will be applicable whenever t is large and we still observe infected sites at time t.
The asymptotic behavior of the {0}s process is very different in case the infection dies out, i.e. when
{0}<∞ . Conditional on {{0}<∞}, (̂t−) and (̂t−) are of a larger order ofmagnitude than t−(d+1)/2
and hence the unconditional distributions of t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) and t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) have probability mass
P({0}<∞) escaping to±∞ as t →∞. We do not attempt to establish the conditional limit distributions
given {{0}<∞} of properly normalized versions of (̂t −) and (̂t −). This appears quite difﬁcult and
in this case, even as t → ∞, it is not immediately clear whether = / lies above or below its critical
value where the infection dies out with probability 1. Also, it is perhaps somewhat irrelevant to estimate
the birth and death parameters of a forest that is no longer there.
3. Conditional asymptotics for large t
In this section, we prove only that the conditional limit distribution of t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) is N(0, 
1,1).
The proof that the conditional limit distribution of t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) equals N(0, 
2,2) is the same with
some obvious changes. The conditional joint asymptotic normality of the two statistics may be obtained
in the same way with the aid of the Cramér–Wold device. ClearlyXt and Yt are uncorrelated, being mean-
zero martingales derived from point processes with jumps at different time points. Arguments similar
to ones we employ show that conditional on {{0} = ∞} Xt and Yt are asymptotically uncorrelated, i.e.

1,2 = 
2,1 = 0. Hence our proof for t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) will sufﬁce to prove the theorem.
We need some additional notation. Let uswriteP ∗,E∗ andVar∗ for conditional probability, expectation
and variance given {{0} =∞}. For C ⊂ Zd deﬁne
n{0}s (C)=
∑
x∈C
{0}s (x), k{0}s (C)=
∑
x∈C
(1− {0}s (x))
∑
|x−y|=1
{0}s (y),
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so n
{0}
s (Z
d) and k{0}s (Zd) equal the quantities n{0}s and k{0}s previously deﬁned in (1.2) for A= {0}. If {0}s
is replaced by Zds or s in these deﬁnitions, we write nZ
d
s , k
Zd
s , n

s or k

s , respectively.
Let U be the bounded convex set described in the shape theorem. Since the number of sites in (1 +
	)sU\(1− 	)sU is bounded by C	sd for a positive constant C and each site has 2d immediate neighbors,
we have 0k{0}s ((1+ 	)sU)− k{0}s ((1− 	)sU)2dC	sd . For t → ∞, At =
∫ t
0 k
{0}
s ds is determined to
ﬁrst order by the values of k{0}s for s of the order of t, and hence (1.10) and (1.11) with A= {0} and 	> 0
arbitrarily small, yield
lim sup t−d−1
∣∣∣∣At − ∫ t
0
kZ
d
s (sU) ds
∣∣∣∣= 0 a.s. [P ∗].
Next we can couple the Zds process conditioned on {{0} =∞}—let us call this ¯Z
d
s for a moment—and
the unconditional Zds process in such a way that the processes are equal on sUwith probability 1−Ce−s
(cf. [1, Theorem 1.6]). Hence for this coupling
t−d−1E
∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
k¯Z
d
s (sU) ds −
∫ t
0
kZ
d
s (sU) ds
∣∣∣∣= O(t−d−1 ∫ ∞
0
sde−s ds
)
→ 0 as t →∞,
where k¯Zds (sU) corresponds to the process ¯
Zd
s and kZ
d
s (sU) is a version of the quantity deﬁned above,
in the sense that both have the same distribution under P. Finally, for k = 1, 2, . . . and s →∞,
E[kZds (sU)− EkZ
d
s (sU)]2k = O(sdk)
[1, Theorem 4.1], so that
t−d−1
∣∣∣∣∫ t
0
kZ
d
s (sU) ds −
∫ t
0
E(kZ
d
s (sU) ds
∣∣∣∣ P−→ 0 as t →∞.
Combining what we have found so far, we arrive at
t−d−1
[
At −
∫ t
0
E(kZ
d
s (sU)) ds
]
P∗−→ 0 as t →∞.
Note that E denotes the unconditional expectation.
Next we apply (1.8) and ﬁnd
t−d−1
∫ t
0
E(kZ
d
s (sU)) ds = t−d−1
∫ t
0
E(ks (sU)) ds + O
(
t−d−1
∫ ∞
0
sde−s ds
)
.
As s →∞, the number of sites in sU is asymptotic tom(U)sd wherem denotes Lebesgue measure inRd
and hence E(k(sU)) ∼ m(U)Ek({0})sd . Since  is the equilibriummeasure, the expected rate of increase
of s(x) at any site x—which is Eks ({0})—must equal the expected rate of decrease Ens({0})=E(0).
So E(k(sU)) ∼ m(U)(\)E(0)sd and as E(0)= P({0} =∞) by (1.9), we obtain[
t−d−1At − m(U))P(
{0} =∞)
(d + 1)
]
P∗−→ 0 as t →∞. (3.1)
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It follows that
t (d+1)/2(̂t − ) D
∗
∼ (d + 1)
m(U))P({0} =∞) t
−(d+1)/2Xt, (3.2)
where D
∗
∼ stands for asymptotic equivalence in distribution under P∗ as t →∞.
We shall show that t−(d+1)/2Xt is asymptotically normal under the conditional distributionP∗.We shall
relate its behavior under P∗ to that under the unconditional distribution P by showing that the behavior
under the conditional distribution given {{0}<∞} has only a limited inﬂuence. We indicate the latter
distribution by P' and conditional expectations under P' by E'.
Let (0= s0<)s1<s2 · · · denote the times in (0,∞) when a change occurs in {0}s . For i = 0, 1, 2, . . .,
Usi+1 −Usi = 0 or 1, and 0Asi+1 −Asi = k{0}si [si+1 − si]. Under P and conditional on Fsi , (si+1 − si)
has an exponential distribution with mean (k{0}si + n{0}si )−1 and it is easy to see that this remains true
under P' and P∗. It follows that
E∗[Xsi+1 −Xsi |Fsi ] = E∗[Usi+1 − Usi |Fsi ] −
k
{0}
si
k
{0}
si + n{0}si
= E∗[Usi+1 − Usi |Fsi ] − E[Usi+1 − Usi |Fsi ]0, (3.3)
where the nonnegativity follows because, conditional on Fs(i), both 1{{0}=∞} and Usi+1 − Usi are non-
decreasing functions of the process {0} and therefore positively correlated (cf. [1]). Hence the random
variable
∑
0 in−1E∗[Xsi+1−Xsi |Fsi ] is nonnegative with expectation E∗Xsn underP∗, and byMarkov’s
inequality,
0
∑
0 in−1
E∗[Xsi+1 −Xsi |Fsi ] = OP∗(E∗Xsn).
To bound E∗Xsn , we note that EXsn=0 and 0<P{{0}=∞}< 1, so that E∗Xs(n)=−E'Xsn[P({0}<∞)/
P({0} =∞)] and it sufﬁces to bound −E'Xsn . Obviously,
0 −
∑
0 in−1
E'[Xsi+1 −Xsi |Fsi ]n
andXsi+1−Xsi =0 for si{0}. Under P' the process {0}s dies out after a ﬁnite number, sayN, of changes
at times 0<s1< · · ·<sN with sN = {0}. Hence, for all n,
0 − E'XsnE'N .
From (1.6) we obtain for appropriate positive C and , and any positive  and k,
P'({0}> )= P({0}> |{0}<∞)Ce−
and
P'(max k{0}s 4k)P(max n{0}s k|{0}<∞)Ce−k .
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Aswepointed out earlier, the distribution of (si+1−si) conditional onFsi is exponentialwithmean (k{0}si +
n
{0}
si )
−1 underP' aswell asP∗, orP. Hence ifmax k{0}s < 4k andmax n{0}s < k, then
∑
1 im(si+1−si) is
stochastically larger than a sum ofm exponentially distributed random variables with mean [(4+)k]−1.
It follows that for positive  and k,
P'(Nm)= P
 ∑
1 im
(si+1 − si){0}|{0}<∞

P'({0}> )+ P
 ∑
1 im
(si+1 − si)|{0}<∞

C(e− + e−k)+ P
 ∑
1 im
Zi(4+ )k
 ,
whereZ1, . . . , Zm are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1. Choosing =m1/4 and k=[m1/4],
we ﬁnd that
P'(Nm)= C(e− + e−k)+ e(m−1)
(
(4+ )k
m
)m
C′e−m−1/4
and it follows that E'N <∞. We have shown that supn(−E'Xsn)<∞ and hence supn(E∗Xsn)<∞. Since
sn →∞ as n→∞ almost surely [P∗],∑
0 in−1
E∗[s−(d+1)/2n (Xsi+1 −Xsi )|Fsi ] = OP∗(s−(d+1)/2n ) P
∗−→ 0. (3.4)
Because the terms on the left in (3.4) are nonnegative, this implies that∑
0 in−1
(E∗[s−(d+1)/2n (Xsi+1 −Xsi )|Fsi ])2 P
∗−→ 0 as t →∞. (3.5)
One easily checks that, given Fsi , (Usi+1 − Usi ) and (Asi+1 − Asi ) are independent and the latter is
exponentially distributed with mean k{0}si \(k{0}si + n{0}si ) under P∗ and P' as well as P. Also (Usi+1 −
Usi )
2 = (Usi+1 − Usi ) and hence straightforward calculation yields
E∗[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ] − E[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ]
= (E∗[(Usi+1 − Usi )|Fsi ] − E[(Usi+1 − Usi )|Fsi ])
(
1− 2 k
{0}
si
k
{0}
si + n{0}si
)
.
In view of (3.3) this implies that
|E∗[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ] − E[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ]
E∗[(Usi+1 − Usi )|Fsi ] − E[(Usi+1 − Usi )|Fsi ] = E∗[Xsi+1 −Xsi |Fsi ]
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and (3.4) ensures that as t →∞∑
0 in−1
s−(d+1)n {E∗[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ] − E[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ]} P
∗−→ 0.
Straightforward computation yields
∑
0 in−1
E[(Xsi+1 −Xsi )2|Fsi ] = E
∑
0 in−1
k
{0}
si
k
{0}
si + n{0}si
and under P∗ arguments similar to those used to study the asymptotic behavior of At yield∑
0 in−1
k
{0}
si
k
{0}
si + n{0}si
P∗∼ n(E
∗k({0})
E∗k({0})+ E∗(0) =
n
2
.
Here the asymptotic equivalence P
∗
∼ signiﬁes that the ratio of two quantities tends to 1 in P∗-probability
as n→∞. Combining these facts with (3.5) we arrive at∑
0 in−1
Var∗[s−(d+1)/2n (Xsi+1 −Xsi )|Fsi ]
P∗∼ 1
2
ns−d−1n .
To evaluate sn asymptotically we note that
sn
P∗∼
∑
0 in−1
(k{0}si + n{0}si )−1
P∗∼
∑
0 in−1
(Ek(siU)+ n(siU))−1
P∗∼ [2m(U)E(0)]−1
∑
1 in−1
s−di ,
which yields ns−d−1n
P∗−→(2m(U)E(0))\(d + 1) and as a result∑
0 in−1
Var∗[s−(d+1)/2n (Xsi+1 −Xsi )|Fsi ] P
∗−→ m(U)E
(0))
(d + 1) . (3.6)
Together (3.4) and (3.6) will establish the asymptotic normality of s−(d+1)/2n Xsn with mean 0 and
variance m(U)E(0))\(d + 1) under P∗, provided we prove a condition of Lindeberg type: for every
	> 0, ∑
0 in−1
s−(d+1)n E∗
[
(Xsi+1 −Xsi )21{|Xsi+1−Xsi | 	s(d+1)/2n }|Fsi
]
P∗−→ 0 (3.7)
as n → ∞. As (Xsi+1 − Xsi )22[(Usi+1 − Usi )2 + (Asi+1 − Asi )2] and (Usi+1 − Usi )21, it obvi-
ously sufﬁces to prove (3.7) with Xsj replaced by Asj . Under P∗ and conditional on Fsi , (Asi+1 −
Asi ) is exponentially distributed with mean [k{0}si \(k{0}si + n{0}si ]1 and since s(d+1)n ∼P∗Cn for
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a positive constant C,∑
0 in−1
s−(d+1)n E∗[(Asi+1 − Asi )21{|Asi+1−Asi | 	s(d+1)/2n }|Fsi ]
= OP∗
(
n exp
(−1
2
	s
(d+1)/2
n
))
P∗−→ 0
as n → ∞. This proves (3.7). By Theorem 12.2 of Shorack [7], (3.4), (3.6) and (3.7) imply that as
n → ∞, the distribution of s−(d+1)/2n Xsn under P∗ is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and vari-
ance m(U)E(0)\(d + 1). Obviously the same must be true for the distribution of t−(d+1)\2Xt under
P∗ as t → ∞. Hence by (3.2) and (1.9), we ﬁnd that conditional on {{0} = ∞}, t (d+1)\2(̂t − )
D−→N(0, 
1,1), where the variance 
1,1 = (d + 1)2\[m(U)P({0} = ∞)] is as given in (2.10). This
completes the proof.
4. Concluding remarks
Consider expression (2.7) for the log-likelihood L(, ) and let us see how this expression should
roughly be modiﬁed to obtain the log-likelihood under the conditional model P∗ given {{0} =∞}. First
of all we should add the logarithm of the probability that {0} = ∞ given the process up to time t. But
under P∗ and for large t this process has a number of infected sites of the order td with overwhelming
probability, and the probability that it will die out after time t is of the order exp(−td) by (1.6). Hence
it would seem that this term is excessively small and can safely be neglected. The only other term we
have to add is − log P{{0} = ∞}, and in a neighborhood of a ﬁxed supercritical case  = (/)> d ,
this is presumably a function of  and  with bounded derivatives. From (2.7) we obtain for the second
derivatives of the original likelihood
−
2L(, )
2
= Ut
2
, −
2L(, )
2
= Dt
2
, −
2L(, )

= 0
and hence we should ﬁnd for the conditional likelihood L∗(, ) under P∗,
−
2L∗(, )
2
= Ut
2
+ OP∗(1), −
2L∗(, )
2
= Dt
2
+ OP∗(1), 
2L∗(, )

= OP∗(1). (4.1)
Now Theorem 2.1 asserts that ̂t and ̂t are asymptotically unbiased estimators of  and . Hence
the asymptotic optimality of these estimators may be studied by computing the conditional information
matrix I ∗ under P∗. Ignoring for a moment the difference between asymptotic equivalence in distribution
and in expectation, (3.1) allows us to compute asymptotic approximations of the diagonal elements I ∗1,1
and I ∗2,2 of the conditional information matrix I ∗. We ﬁnd
I ∗1,1 = E∗
[
Ut
2
+ OP∗(1)
]
∼ E∗
[
At

+ OP∗(1)
]
∼
[
m(U)P({0} =∞)
(d + 1)2
]
td+1
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and similarly, of course,
I ∗2,2 = E∗
[
Dt
2
+ OP∗(1)
]
∼ E∗
[
Bt

+ OP∗(1)
]
∼
[
m(U)P({0} =∞)
(d + 1)
]
td+1.
By the same reasoning the off-diagonal elements I ∗1,2 and I ∗2,1 are both OP∗(1). It follows that the inverse
J ∗ = (I ∗)−1 of the conditional information matrix has elements J ∗i,j with J ∗1,1 ∼ t−d−1
1,1 J ∗2,2 ∼
t−d−1
2,2, J ∗1,2=O(t−2(d+1)) and J ∗2,1=O(t−2(d+1)), with 
1,1 and 
2,2 as in (2.10). After multiplication
by td+1 this corresponds exactly to the asymptotic covariance matrix  given in Theorem 2.1, so that
the estimators t and t are asymptotically efﬁcient. Of course this heuristic argument would need to be
made rigorous, but that would seem laborious rather than difﬁcult.
A second remark concerns a comparison with an earlier result in [2] concerning estimation of = /
for the case where the process {0}t has been observed only at a single (large but unknown) time t. Since t is
unknown and it is obviously impossible to distinguish between speciﬁc values of , , and t and the values
c, c and t/c for some positive c, one can only estimate . On purely intuitive grounds the estimator
˜t =
n
{0}
t (Ct )
k
{0}
t (Ct )
(4.2)
was considered, where the mask Ct is a random convex set in Rd that should be chosen well inside the
“blob” of infected sites at time t. The reason for this choice of estimator is that in equilibrium (that is
under the limit measure ) the rate of increase k{0}t (x) at the site x should equal the rate of decrease
n
{0}
t (x), so that ˜t should be close to . By staying well inside the convex hull of the infected sites one
ensures that the infection has ﬁrst arrived sufﬁciently long ago for equilibrium to have set in. It turns out
that conditionally on {{0}=∞}, ˜t is strongly consistent and td/2(˜t−) has aN(0, 2) limit distribution
as t →∞, with an explicit expression for 2 being available. It is of course unfortunate that this pleasant
behavior of the estimator has been bought at the price of discarding all observations at sites outside Ct .
Though the estimator performs quite well, such hard thresholding seems undesirable.
Let us compare ˜t with the estimator
̂t =
UtBt
DtAt
given in (2.8) of the present paper. First note thatBt/At=
∫ t
0 n
{0}
s ds/
∫ t
0 k
{0}
s ds is the obvious analogue of
n
{0}
t /k
{0}
t in (4.2). If one has observed the process over the entire interval [0, t] it makes sense to use the
integrals instead of the single values at t. According to Theorem 2.1 this improves the rate of convergence
from t−d/2 to t−(d+1)/2. However, n{0}s = n{0}s (Zd) and k{0}s = k{0}s (Zd), so all sites are involved here,
rather than the ones were equilibrium has probably set in. In the earlier paper it was shown that this leads
to considerable negative bias. Rather than correcting for this by deleting observations, the estimator ̂t
corrects this bias by the factor Ut/Dt . This makes sense. In equilibrium we should have Ut ∼ Dt , but if
{0} =∞ the infection keeps spreading and hence Ut/Dt > 1which apparently is just right to correct the
bias. Of course this quantity is not available if we only observe the process at a single point t. However,
we ﬁnd it gratifying that the use of n{0}t /k
{0}
t in our earlier paper also occurs for the maximum likelihood
estimator in the present context.
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